Ask Catherine

Sept 20, 2021

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!

Organized by Categories:

Cash and Precious Metals
Covid-19
Feedback
Going Direct Reset
Health
Local Gatherings
Recommended Links
Take Action
Testimonials State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources

Cash and Precious Metals
**Question:**

Hi Catherine,

You often say you have investments with highly productive companies or highly productive investments, I believe. How do determine what investment is going to be highly productive?

Sincerely,

Productive Company Wrap Ups
[https://library.solari.com/3rd-quarter-wrap-up-investment-screening-can-we-filter-for-productive-companies/](https://library.solari.com/3rd-quarter-wrap-up-investment-screening-can-we-filter-for-productive-companies/)
You can look at fact sheet descriptions -
Stress on governance and management
Screening out model of intentional organised crime
Art not science
Depends on understanding of covert operations, running companies, lots of travel
Often can not approve company, just do not have sufficient intelligence

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Comment:**

Hi Catherine,

I just heard on a recent ask Catherine of cashiers experiencing difficulty with cash (i.e. math). Due to your influence, this summer my wife and I have moved to paying for about 90% of our goods and services in cash.

It’s astonishing how many cashiers experience difficulty managing and counting cash. I often pay an extra dollar or two so I can get a ten or five back, instead of a bunch of ones. Sometimes I tell them how much they can give me back when I give them a handful of cash. Recently, I told a cashier the wrong amount, which she quickly handed back to me. It took me a few seconds to realize she’d overpaid me $10 in change, which I then handed back and explained the mistake.
Using cash keeps the mind sharp! A lot of people could likely benefit from a cash resurgence.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**
Hi Catherine,
I'm considering option to sell my condo where I live in California if my religious exemption from vaccine mandate/swab testing don't get approved which would result in job termination by my employer.
I plan to use proceeds to buy house in Arizona where hopefully state will maintain no vaccine mandate for employees.
I'm in in my early 70s so I am considering applying for reverse mortgage if I purchase new residence in AZ. This move is a hurdle, but I may not have better option.
Would appreciate any advise on important factors to consider like choosing mortgage lender for reverse mortgage or any variables I need to pay attention to regarding this move. My adult daughter who lives with me this time would be helping with the move.

Thank you for your website, I'm still trying to educate myself on financial aspects of the state of affairs in the world we live in.
A.G.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Sent intro to subscriber starting an intentional community in Arizona - recommend get on Connect
https://home.solari.com/solari-connect-user-procedure/
Why I do not like reverse mortgages

**Comment:**
Subject: Cash Friday
Okay, I will go cash everyday of the week for almost everything I purchase.
AK

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Question:
Hi Catherine,

Thanks for all that you do.

I just wanted to suggest that people really vet their local credit unions. We were in one for many years via my husband’s work. He was very involved and knew the person who ran it. She also ran a few others in our area. Well it turns out that she stole the money. It ran into millions of dollars. We were reimbursed via the FDIC. But, Solari peeps, please be careful as you seek out local credit unions for yourself.

S

CAF Notes & Links:

Yes, excellent advice
Governance, Management, recommendations from attorneys, CPAs, local officials

Question:
Hi Catherine,

When breakthrough energy technology goes online in a few years, this will skyrocket blockchain technology presumably because costs will dramatically fall making it a viable investment for governments all around the world.

US companies like Square, Nvidia and Overstock tZERO are invested in blockchain tech in the form of payment platforms that use “blockchain-backed” cards that may replace VISA and Mastercard, companies investing in the hardware required to power blockchain services and a blockchain exchange respectively.
Will the lack of transparency always cloud this technology with low integrity, or Do you have any good investments in the blockchain area on your radar for long-term hold at the moment?

Thanks,

N

CAF Notes & Links:
Dear Catherine and Co,

I am devout student of Steiner's Economic Course and of his description of The Threefold Social Organism. I was in touch with Thomas Meyer after he started collaborating with Catherine on Threefolding, hoping for an introduction to her to explore synergies between Solari and Steiner’s Economics, but unfortunately no introduction came forth from Thomas.

I am certain that Catherine would resonate with Steiner's economic model and, potentially, might want to try some of its concepts on the ongoing development of the Solari Circles platform. I did make contact with Mark Gilmore back in May to join the Circles Beta but he mentioned that the beta testing phase had closed concluding in that more design was needed.

Would it be possible to establish a conversation with Catherine, and perhaps Thomas too, to explore synergies between Steiner's Economic Course and the Solari Circles?

Looking forward to hearing from you,

S

PS: a paper porting Steiner's Economic model on to fintech platform
https://medium.com/econosophia/foundations-for-associative-cryptoeconomics-5d64f837d3dd?sk=1e5b9f1effca56ff5c13336931b031ca

CAF Notes & Links:
Connect with Swiss Subscribers
connect.solari.com
https://home.solari.com/solari-connect-user-procedure/
Thomas - filming series, then discussions
Three fold on 2022 list
Question:

Hi Catherine,

I have only subscribed for a few months, but I am enjoying it. I’ve got a question about this article in our hometown newspaper. Why on earth do they Chinese want to put crypto mining operations that would use 80 MW in the US? Apparently they are doing this all over. Wouldn’t the power be cheaper in China? There is no shipping involved so that doesn’t explain it. It seems to me this is the opposite of controlling our carbon footprint that we hear about. Oddly enough our area is served by plant Vogtle (nuclear) which is currently building 2 new reactors. This thing is going to go in less than a mile from my office. I am mildly electrically sensitive and this is not going to help I’m sure. The city shouldn’t really be selling them power either since they are out of the city limits. The county is served by a co-op, but the city did this industrial park and skips past all of us out here on the highway and serves the industrial park only. The city is notoriously bad about over billing people in town (and the bill having no relation to how much power was used) and the city has lost money since the city started selling electricity. It all stinks, but I don’t know if it’s dead fish or manure I’m smelling here.
On a separate topic, I am an engineer (and owner of a small engineering consulting firm). I’m interested in alternative methods of energy production. I have been reading Dr. Farrell’s books and others, but I’m not sure where to go for something less theoretical and more practical. (I confess, I’m a mechanical engineer, so it better involve pipes). Anyways, thanks for what you are doing.

B

CAF Notes & Links:

Seeing energy wasteful installations everywhere - Windmills on the Ijseelmeer Tesla, Breakthrough Energy conferences, Tom Beardon

Question:
Hi Catherine,
I am new to Solari and trying to learn here. I have transferred all money from Vanguard to other institutions. I am slowly reducing my Chase account to a local credit union. My concern is our 401k’s I am retired (retired with a CALPERS pension – retired investigator). My husband is still working but he may lose his job due to mandated vaccines (healthcare worker). Where can we put our 401ks, rollover IRA’s, and ROTH IRA’s in a safe place? Feeling overwhelmed lately. My husband has a 401k that he saved for 25 years we are deeply concerned.

Thanks in advance,
P

CAF Notes & Links:

Do not make decisions from a spirit of fear
Listen to last three equity overviews and then send question.
Rollover IRAs - can diversify beyond securities, including Real Estate and Precious Metals

Question:

How do you get to the forums on the website?

Also how do I change to pay with ach to avoid paypal?
CAF Notes & Links:

Make sure to read the Welcome Page

Click on Subscriber Input under ABOUT

Cash & Coin Put in Support Ticket Under Your Account or email customerservice@solari.com

Comment:

Hi Catherine

Alternatives to investing in stocks n bonds?

I never wanted to invest in the stock, or bond, market, as I consider(ed) them immoral, but I fell into it 20 plus years ago.

Now in this age of transition and as part of coming clean, I would like to find a place to move funds from stocks n bonds into something that helps build a huma/e society, while hopefully providing me some resources.

I'd also like to move funds from my tax sheltered annuity (401-K?) and have a house in Berkeley that is about $75k away from being paid off. I'm psychologically, though not yet logistically, prepared to sell, which if it happened "today" would bring $1-1.5 million.

I could invest in a fund ESG screened by Solari, but I still don't feel comfortable being in "the market". Or perhaps I don't grasp the possibilities of Solari ESG screened investing?

Huggs

H

CAF Notes & Links:

Last three equity overviews - quarterly with lots of links

I would not recommend investing in anything that makes you uncomfortable

If you are moving out of an annuity make sure you pro forma any fees or tax consequences before you do.
401k, if you have left your employer roll over in a self directed IRA, can do real estate, precious metals, CD at banks

Don’t promote my screen on Solari Report. SAIS has a website and you can link to the money manager, read fact sheet and talk with them. Again, I would not do anything that makes you feel uncomfortable

Comment:
Hello,
I think the ekrona news is wrong information.
The article links to another article which then links to ekrona.com, which looks like a scammer. Their adress can’t be found with gmaps and they sell something called “ekrona”.
While at the official Riksbank site it’s spelled “E-krona” and they say “At yet no decision has been taken to issue an e-krona”
Best Regards,
G

CAF Notes & Links:
You are correct, a Swedish friend and I both checkout the Rijksbank website and nothing is available.

Comment:
Catherine,
Fantastic discussion this week. I thought the offer of 1 e-Krona for $0.000094 sounded amazing. As such, I went on the Riksbank website: https://www.riksbank.se/en-gb/payments–cash/e-krona/false-information-regarding-the-sale-of-e-kronas/
Which states the following:
“The Riksbank has also been contacted by individuals describing how they have been called by companies claiming to be selling e-kronas on behalf of the Riksbank. However, it has not been decided yet whether the Riksbank will issue an e-krona and it is not possible to buy them.”
If anyone else has any additional information, would love to hear it. I’m still interested in purchasing some if the opportunity arises.
CAF Notes & Links:

Yup. THANKS AGAIN

Comment:

So this Nikki Minaj fiasco is pretty big. 157M followers. I initially brushed it all off but her description of the situation in Trinidad will ring through deeply in millions of people, particularly among the most targeted age groups. Trinidad is a receiver of SDRs (450M) so I think you’re right in thinking that these funds come with conditions.

CAF Notes & Links:

Sending Nikki Minaj a BIG THANK YOU. Candidate for hero this week except there are so many. Hudson mayor is coming up.

Covid-19

Hi Catherine,

I work for the provincial government with XXXX Health Services.

They’ve recently called for all staff to be vaccinated by October 31st. see attached policy.

There is a lot of pushback on this.. but don’t know if it will amount to much 😊

They are saying that if you are non-compliant than you will be placed on UNPAID LEAVE until you’ve received proof of both doses.
I will be sending them Notice of Liability – would I send it to my Manager/Director or to the top of CEO of AHS?

Also, we have a union called AUPE but they’ve folded and sided with my employer.. which is totally disgusting as I’ve paid union dues for 15 years and they are supposed to be here for the staff… what should I send them?

The government is also doing vaccine passports now in order to enter any stores, gyms etc…

Check out Doctors 4 Covid Ethics NOL and Solari Employer forms

Latest from ICAN - undisclosed ingredients

NY State judge - can not deny religious exemption under EUA

**Question:**

Dear Catherine,

I work for Massachusetts [HOSPITAL] in the Neonatal ICU. My religious exemption was denied as well as my appeal, which included a letter from my pastor, evidence of previously approved religious exemptions for the flu shot from MGB, and another statement regarding my religious beliefs.

To date, 11% of 78,000 (8,580) employees at MGB filed for a medical or religious exemption and all have been denied.

If I do not get the injection by October 15, they will fire me. Should I resign or let the company fire me?

Sincerely,

G

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Check out Doctors 4 Covid Ethics NOL and Solari Employer forms

Latest from ICAN - undisclosed ingredients

NY State judge - can not mandate over religious exemption
Comment:

Dear Catherine,

I wish I could share your optimism about Germany. I spoke to a couple of doctors here, who said they’d stopped jabbing because the jabs come in vials of 6 doses, and they have to use all six in one session. Since the flow of people to be jabbed has slowed, they said it’s been more trouble than it’s worth for small doctors’ practices. These guys certainly weren’t saying they’d had second thoughts about these particular injections. Indeed, they claimed ignorance of the various adverse reaction databases. Another person I know has a daughter who is nearly qualified as a doctor. The rumours were that doctors here were all earning big money for the c19 injections, but he says she’s been doing it for the minimum wage. It’s caused great ructions in the family because his wife, his son, and himself are all against….

Meanwhile, the government is exerting maximum pressure on the unjabbed. We’re well into “yellow-star” territory. I’m already excluded from many places / events because I refuse to test / take the shot, and the propaganda about the “pandemic of unvaccinated” is just relentless on all channels. Unsurprisingly, since “the measures” result in most tests being performed on unvaccinated, most of the magic numbers come from them. This is currently topped off by a neat trick of releasing a new data value “vaccine breakthrough” in hospitals, defined as being c19 +ve test plus one symptom. So 5% of the hospitalised are “vaccine breakthrough”. The press then interprets this as being 95% unvaccinated, which becomes the headline, but of course this is incorrect. Maybe 10% have “one symptom”. i.e. 90% are not actually sick with any respiratory disease. This propaganda is obviously working well with many people because both my wife and I have received aggressive comments for simply telling someone that we are unjabbed. Of course, the politicians are currently trying to be nice to the people because there is an election next week. Most people seem to still be fully asleep, and in recent local elections the results were pretty much the same as they ever were. I.e. The cartel-parties in Berlin just roll on, and there’s no significant real opposition. I dread to think what will happen after the election. I look at most of the people standing for election and can’t imagine they’re there for any other reason than to vote according to the party line. Most of these people are achingly unimpressive.

The only good news is that there’s clearly significant resistance (to the injections), and the local vaccine-centre always looks very quiet. In particular, many in the old east Germany can still spot a dictator on the horizon, and the percentage of vaccinated people in this region is significantly lower. Indeed, a couple of weeks ago, the “incidence map” of Germany was almost laughable. The areas of high vaccination (the old West Germany) were all red, and the old East Germany was white. A very clear indicator that these injections are not helping...
I really appreciate your discussions, the information, the laughter and also the occasional moment when your opinions don't quite match. Thanks

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Really appreciate the feedback. Always more complicated.

Good to know

**Question:**

Catherine,

I would love to see some examples of emerging markets aside from India that are realizing they are being punked by the Deep State and its jab because its very disappointing to see that Mexico and Colombia are most certainly not one of them, come to think of it, are they even considered emerging market? I know that emerging markets was a euphemism for third world country.

Anyway, for Mexicans, when it comes to entrainment, they are a captured civilization thanks to Univision. Univision is one of the most fascist news corporations I have ever seen in my life and I came to that conclusion 20 years ago, watching many older people in the Latino community watching it. For starters it is highly ethnocentric in a fascistic way. In other words it has mastered the art of making Mexicans think that Univision is part and parcel of what it means to be Mexican, God help us all, that’s like saying CNN is as American as apple pie. So you better believe Univision is one of the most effective shriek-o-meters in the Latin-American world. Give you an example, in my part of Texas, about 90% of the population is no longer wearing masks and yet I was always complaining. I no longer complain after trying to take a relaxing vacation in South Padre Island. I was appalled at what I saw, 90% of people there are wearing masks, the inverse. My wife made me aware, look at the populace, its more Mexicans and Latinos in this part of Texas than in our part of Texas and if everything they see and hear as to how the world turns is coming from Univision, what do you expect? I don’t think Univision is teaching people how to read peer-reviewed medical journals like you do, and asking its audience to make up its own mind, my wife adds.

I also mentioned Colombia because all my in-laws there got Covid, and then proceeded to get the vaccine anyway and got Covid again. So these are two emerging market nations that are completely captured by the shriek-o-meter. I mean how many doctors in Latin America do we know off that is fighting back? One, his name is Dr. Carvallo and he is from Argentina and he is retired so he doesn’t really care about the threats, he’s got his pension he is going to do the right thing regardless and God bless him for it, I wish that others in Latin America would follow, but we have even eyewitness testimony from Whitney Webb who used to live in Chile, that not a single person there put up a fight regarding the jab, so these emerging markets are not in a good place.
CAF Notes & Links:

Absence of financial reserves and reduced power always puts them at mercy.

Feedback

Question:
Dear Catherine,

I am a new subscriber, and am beyond grateful for your work, and that of the Solari Report. My learning curve of late has been steep, and you are a big part of helping me make sense of the current World, and determine next practical steps. Thank you! I have a question regarding jurisdiction. I am currently in Florida, and want to leave here as it seems not the best choice for long-term sustainability. I have dual citizenship in Ireland & the US. I have never lived in Ireland, but obtained my residency and passport through a Grandmother. The question is, based on your view of what's coming globally, would Ireland (or whatever EU doors open to me as a result of the IE citizenship) be a better choice than the US? I am very free, have no obligations tying me anywhere, so I can make big moves now if necessary. I have enough money to buy a small property in either Texas or Tennessee, have been using the Relocation Guide to determine specific parts of these highly rated states, and via Solari Connect, I have begun making some connections that could maybe evolve into a community for me in these regions. Any insight appreciated.

Kind Regards,
M D

CAF Notes & Links:
Ireland tough - although people great, remote rural areas? Good state in US is likely to be as good as anything in Europe - but impossible to say> Depends on the pushback. Latest from Sweden. Check where pushback against passports is greatest.

**Question:**
Hi Catherine,

Hope everything is well.

I recently joined Solari Connect and created an Iberian Peninsula Circle (https://connect.solari.com/groups/?iberian-peninsula/) and I had an idea for a different type of circles that could attract and connect more subscribers. Adding to the regional circles, what do you think of Solari Circles to gather people of specific jobs globally, for example journalists, medical doctors, natural therapists, people in finance/economics...? I think it would be a great addition and would be a useful tool to help each other.

P.S: I sent you a message last week through Telegram (I don't know if you saw) regarding contacts with other groups in Europe: "Inspired by your words at the end of so many Money and Markets - "Don't worry whether or not there is a conspiracy, if you are not in one you have to start one" , I started a group here in Portugal designed to withstand and fight the coming fascist takeover. We are meeting in person, and with secrecy, divided in several groups such as Food, Health, Shelter, Communities, Communication, Law..., so we can build resilience and start acting against the tyranny.

One of the goals is to communicate and inspire in similar groups around Europe. Do you have any suggestion of people that I should talk to?"

Thank you very much for your work,

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Connect is for Places**
Use Subscriber Input for Topic Forums - specifically designed for that.
GREAT! So much positive happening

Comment:

Hi Catherine...
I saw on the Solari Telegram channel yesterday that Del Bigtree along with Children's Health Defense Fund were able to impact the CDC's stand on vaccines and autism.
Sad to report that as of noon today they still proclaim that vaccines do NOT cause autism on their site. See attached screen print.
Thank you for all you do!
K

CAF Notes & Links:
FYI
Peter Breggin and my debate
Breggin is adamant that autism is a developmental disorder
What is happening is all the vaccines injured have neurological damage and it should not be called autism
I get frustrated with the definitional issues because we are poisoning millions of kids.

Question:
Hi Catherine,

It might be helpful to comment and share the link for the newly formed United States County Preparedness Teams, which is growing rapidly and can be found at https://uscpt.org/

I have been a member of the Yavapai County Preparedness Team for a few years, and have learned how to be a community asset in the areas of communications, food preservation and storage, first aid skills, and home medicine. Last year, the YCPT was successful in keeping bad actors on buses from damaging our downtown area, by deploying a trained security team of ex-military and retired police officers to back up our little police force. Our team protected the police, so they could protect the town.

YCPT was at one time associated with the Oathkeepers, but since last year has cut itself off from any affiliation with same. We're all about being prepared for fire, flood, food shortages, economic collapse, EMPs strikes and civil unrest, and even have a barter exchange as an alternative to currency. We take classes on how to prepare, and we've all trained on HAM radio so we can stay close as an extended family and
be of use to the community in time of crisis.

Now through USCPT, the same model of creating a community of like minds preparing for local crises of all types is being offered by our county team to the US and beyond. They have not asked me to send you this message - it is only from me and I submit this because of my experience with YCPT and my delight in seeing a level-headed grass roots effort expand like this.

Thank you,

CAF Notes & Links:

Great advice!

Question:
Dear Catherine:

I am a new subscriber and I am gorging myself on your videos and reports. You have made sense of so many of the weird events and trends I’ve been seeing since the 1960s that I am just beside myself with happiness. Not happiness about what is happening, but happiness to finally begin to understand so much of what is happening.

I could go on, but the reason I'm writing is I'm wondering if you have done videos or reports or interviews or ... on what is going on in and with the mainstream media. There is so much I observe here that I can't make sense of. For example, I am a Ph. D physicist and I read and follow the scientific literature about climate change. Although I haven't published papers in that field I have studied it very closely. I can give you incredible examples of incredible distortions and lies put out by the media. Why are they doing this? I see they have created an incredible fear in people, and to what purpose? Is this in order for a few people to make billions of dollars and have wide ranging control of the world? The whole thing seems so similar to the ongoing covid theater.

I know that media lies go back to George Washington's time, but it seems that, at least for a while, the media really was acting as the overseer of government. I am thinking of Doris Kearns Goodwin's book "The Bully Pulpit," where it was the media that helped free the country from the corrupt government that was serving Standard Oil and the big monopolies.
Thinking of my parents, and my parent's generation, they believed in Walter Cronkite, Edward R. Murrow, etc. One consequence of that is if they don't see something on NBC, ABC, or CBS, or if these media outlets discredit a news story, then they don't believe the story. I can't help but believe that mainstream news media outlets could help save our country if they reported truthfully about what is really going on.

I have heard that six corporations control all of the mainstream news media, which could explain how there is such a widespread lack of true journalism. Is that true? If so, I can imagine six people (figuratively speaking) constituting a news "monopoly" and agreeing upon what can and cannot be said, and how it can be said if it is allowed to be said. How can there be such a tight hold on such a huge industry?

I'm wondering if, as a new subscriber, I haven't yet found that you have already delved into this topic with your incredible insight, intellectual clarity and fact-based analysis. If you have, could you direct me where to find what you've done? If you haven't, might you consider doing so?

I am so grateful for you and feel so fortunate to have found you. Not only for your incredible insight and clarity, but also for your honesty about how you cope with what you know. I also value so much the cultural links you give us, which are so uplifting to the human spirit.

Sincerely yours,
M (S)

CAF Notes & Links:


Most old media is a waste of time all the time and all old media is a waste of time on certain topics including climate change.

Hope to delve into climate change next year. Next up taxation, sovereignty then on to Climate Change

Comment:
Hi Catherine,
I’ve only been a member for a month and I find the information you provide overwhelming. I’ve become obsessed, as I was living in the dark. I’ve shunned religion all my life, I guess due to the oppression I felt from it. Now I don’t know what I think. You seem to talk in riddles some times with John Titus and I would miss the meaning, however I have recently viewed a couple of clips which explain the century long history of the free masons, satan, jesus etc. and now I think I understand more of what you are saying.

To be honest I’m reeling, but I can see it and I accept it. I find it difficult to grasp just how long this has been going on for and the reach.

I’m still processing this but what is missing is a solution. The history is long and complicated. Is faith in jesus enough? This is something I have to work on. I live in Brisbane, QLD, Australia. I can see what’s happening here, my plan is to get out of the city to the country, become self-sufficient and be out of the system as much as possible.

My question is what can we do?

I appreciate all that you do, you are amazing.

Regards,
D

CAF Notes & Links:

Just publishing the PDF on the first quarter 2021 Wrap Up - Take Action. Would start with Coming Clean and that one

https://home.solari.com/coming-clean/

Question:
Hi Catherine,

I hope this email finds you doing really well!

We have been so enjoying your recent Money & Markets, and Solari Reports - thank you for your wisdom, insights and for sharing your knowledge and experiences, and also for the wonderful conversations with John Titus - truly amazing, and helping us to keep our sense of amusement!
A quick question about a comment you made in the last couple of minutes during last week’s Money & Markets (Sept. 16th). You and John were discussing how things were getting more transparent and the shriek-o-meter was getting louder. You made a very short comment of “get ready”. We’re wondering if you might be able to expand a bit more as to what you may have been thinking when you said that?

Thank you again, and the all the very best to you and your incredible team!

J

CAF Notes & Links:

Australia example
Significant protests followed by earthquakes
So what will leadership do?
Shriek louder, bully - can not come up with:

Logical reason that does not break secrecy
Science or medicine
Facts

This is war. When you are genociding a people and stealing their assets and transition them into slavery you can not be honest with them. So you shriek, bully and target covertly.

Have to move slowly enough so they do not organise and revolt, pick them off in sections. Pace yourself.

Question:

Hello
I’m in British Columbia, Canada. I have quite a few friends and relatives that had no problem uploading their medical data under their personal health number to the ‘Vax-Pass’ that was created for vaccinated people to live within the rules of this society. NOT ONE of them have read the terms and conditions. No one can tell me the who/what/where/when/why of this data approval that they all did.
Who actually owns it?
What can be done with this data? (Can you imagine that now they will get a push notification to tell them when they can get their next booster? Can you imagine Big Pharma creating one for all those on high blood pressure pills that would then require an adverse reaction and suddenly they need a NEW tablet that’s pricey?)
Where are the terms and conditions? They are not public information that I can find.
When will they use the personal health data nefariously? WHY did they not read the terms and conditions of this app?

CAF Notes & Links:

Trying to do a much better job of reading terms and conditions. May have to throw out smart phone entirely.

Question:

What’s up down under?

https://stateofthenation.co/?p=83929

2nd Australian post:

Here’s a video showing some of the draconian measures that are being implemented in Australia, including an app that’s being developed that will require people to check in within 15 minutes of being texted at random at anytime, forcing you to provide a photo of yourself to validate your location:
https://youtu.be/qhgUWjryXG8

CAF Notes & Links:

One theory - prototyping how to jam the Americans. Problem with America - so big and guns.

Comment:

From an IT newsletter–Rahim Harji–confirmations of Catherine’s edict we remove smart phones/internet from our children:
From the WSJ: “For the past three years, Facebook has been conducting studies into how its photo-sharing app affects its millions of young users. Repeatedly, the company’s researchers found that Instagram is harmful for a sizable percentage of them, most notably teenage girls. “We make body image issues worse for one in three teen girls,” said one slide from 2019, summarizing research about teen girls who experience the issues. “Teens blame Instagram for increases in the rate of anxiety and depression,”
said another slide. “This reaction was unprompted and consistent across all groups.” Among teens who reported suicidal thoughts, 13% of British users and 6% of American users traced the desire to kill themselves to Instagram, one presentation showed.” “they had the knowledge on these issues for three years and hid it”

https://www.vox.com/recode/22677911/facebook-scandal-research-teen-mental-health

CAF Notes & Links:

In the scheme of 100 worst things that Facebook has been used to do, I doubt this one is even on the list. This is how bad it is.

Question:
Catherine,
Can you post the communication you got from Paypal, please? Why haven’t heard howling from other new media outlets and others who are habitual targets of tptb? Thanks

CAF Notes & Links:

All up on Paypal User Agreements, including Acceptable Use section and Restrictions.

Going Direct Reset

Question:
Health

Question:

Local Gatherings

Question:

Recommended Links
Comment:

Hello Catherine,

FYI….This Petition being filed by two Oregon State Senators for a Federal Grand Jury to investigate alleged CDC will misconduct in “cooking the numbers” on Covid cases & deaths will be an interesting one to watch. It’s being filed in Medford, Oregon….. an area of strong conservative leaning. Note: It also alleges CDC misconduct in suppressing alternative treatment protocols, including Ivermectin:

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/oregon-senators-grand-jury-petition-cdc-fda-inflating-covid-death-data/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eld=2c31d943-8dbc-4171-9343-b7acff9a8e9d

Thank you for the invaluable and quality reporting and analysis you, John Titus, and the Solari Reports team offer each week!

CAF Notes & Links:

Great news. Need 100’s of these.

Comment:

Interview with funeral director

https://www.bitchute.com/video/gigUyK3yLtMU/

CAF Notes & Links:
Whistleblower field day
German Pathologist - Corona Committee
Israelis - Video
Deborah Conrad
Project veritas HHS Nurse
FDA Economist on PV
FDA Booster Testimony

Comment:
Morning Catherine,

This weeks mailing reviews the Highland Clearances.
My song Coffin Ships used the Highland Clearances as metaphor on the album I Have A Doctor On Board.
I’m sending here music to accompany the book and thought it would be an idea to forward to the author also.

Kind regards,

CAF Notes & Links:

Thanks`!

Comment:
Hello Catherine,

I though that this (see link below) would be a great resource to share and an item for pushback on the Money & Markets Report.
Thanks for your great work!

GC

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
a minimalist cell phone.

https://www.thelightphone.com/

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
Hello Catherine,

In last week's Ask Catherine, someone asked about flip phones. Recently I purchased a new flip phone from Sunbeam (sunbeamwireless.com), which is a company started by Mennonites. The phone works with 3G and 4G. I've only been using the phone for a month, but so far, I like it. You can either use the cell phone service from Sunbeam or you can use it with a different cell phone service provider as the cell phone comes unlocked. It has minimal features (there is no browser and you can't check for email), but you can get weather information and maps.

A review of the phone can be found at:

https://uk.pcmag.com/mobile-phones/133237/sunbeam-f1

Best, KL

CAF Notes & Links:
Thanks. Have to do more due diligence on phones!

Comment:
“...which sets a limit on what you buy based on your carbon footprint"


CAF Notes & Links:

Covered in M&M this week

Comment:
One for Dr. Farrell.

https://www.city-journal.org/ripping-off-the-veil-on-diversity-regimes?wallit_nosession=1

CAF Notes & Links:

The War on God, the War on Excellence

We are all leaving for Galt’s Gulch - come join us there. So glad I did what I did in the 1990’s that forced me to go out in the wilderness. Great place to be for the last two years.

Comment:
Dear Catherine,

One of the best science-based articles out there about the dangers of the Covid Booster Shots and Vaccines:
CAF Notes & Links:

Doctors 4 Covid Ethics - excellent materials

Comment:


CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:

The following articles when taken together may imply a schism is currently taking place within the anglo-american establishment in reaction to a major double cross by CCP/Russia. The point is all that missing money may no longer be within the control of those whose bright idea it was to move it. You cannot reset a machine that no longer exists. Mr. Global’s children may be seriously fighting; and when taken together these articles may imply sibling against sibling within a clan free-for-all.

CAF Notes & Links:

Very interesting and important theory
Very possible given Chinese build up in Navy and Space. Can protect against the enforcement
Comment:

**CAF Notes & Links:**

FDA Testimony

Comment:
where did the $ 2 Trillion go ?

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Yup

Comment:

Michael Rectenwald, author of “Google Archipelago: The Digital Gulag and the Simulation of Freedom,” explains the negative consequences of cancel culture and what “The Great Reset” really is about.
[https://lists.youmaker.com/links/BWhbKDO7_/KWYQ6ITPi/MoibFyVPU/ uYP_-yiFKX](https://lists.youmaker.com/links/BWhbKDO7_/KWYQ6ITPi/MoibFyVPU/ uYP_-yiFKX)

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Comment:

Due to the considerable praise thus far heaped upon Kristi Noem by Solari Inc., it would be very much worth the time of the community to grasp just how 'not conservative' this woman truly is, and yet another representation of utter failure of females in leadership positions. As a native South Dakotan, it is quite irritating to listen to those on the outside speak of her as an honorable steward of the people.
Kristi Noem is not the people’s governor, but a representative of the medical monopoly enjoyed by Sanford Corporate.

Please feel free to educate yourselves appropriately.

Best wishes,
mc

CAF Notes & Links:

Thanks. Have sent to some folks in SD to check out and have reviewed the articles.

Comment:

Catherine I think you might want to see this documentary Unmasked 2030-I especially enjoyed the last 20 minutes of advise. Thank you for all yo do and for all the inspiration

Amazing how Jan 6 Domestic terrorism is failing

Take Action

Question:

CAF Notes & Links:
Check out take action
Cash Friday
Switch to Cash & Coin

Other:

Comment:

CAF Notes & Links:

Send in questions: